ROSS

REUSABLE SYRINGES

LEATHER DRESSING

gun cases & storage

solvents/oils/greases

CLEANING

Revives & Maintains The Natural
Beauty, Suppleness Of Leather
This proprietary paste dressing is so
extraordinary in its ability to replenish the
original oils in neglected leather goods
that it’s used exclusively by Ross to restore
all belts and holsters returned to their factory for reconditioning. Select waxes and
lubricants penetrate deep into the fibers of oil-tanned leathers
to restore their natural flexibility and prevent the unsightly oxidation that takes place when leather goods are left unprotected
from air and sunlight. Built-in cleaners work to soften and remove stains; conditioners prevent cracking and help blend
blemishes caused by wear and moisture. So gentle and safe,
this dressing has been used on the finest, leather automotive
interiors. Will not darken or leave the leather with a “greasy”
feel once absorbed. Specially engineered for gun leather, but
provides superior protection for all smooth leather products.
SPECS: .75 oz. (22mL).
#778-000-054AQ Leather Dressing, 8G3H98�������������������� $ 7.99

Put just the right amount
of cutting compounds or
greases exactly where you
want them. Great for getting
into tight places. Clean up easily; use again and again. TryPak has 2 of each size.
SPECS: Polypropylene, 10cc - 51/4"
(13.3cm) overall, 11/16" (17.5mm) diameter. 30cc - 61/4" (15.9cm) overall,
1" (2.5cm) diameter. 50cc - 71/2" (19cm) overall, 11/4" (3.2cm) diameter.
#081-100-610AQ 10cc Syringe, 6-pak, 1H9I37��������������� $ 14.99
#081-100-630AQ 30cc Syringe, 6-pak, 1H11M98����������� 14.99
#081-100-650AQ 50cc Syringe, 6-pak, 1H14N95����������� 19.99
#081-100-000AQ Syringe Try-Pak, 1H11N99 ����������������� 14.99

NEEDLE OILER BOTTLE
BIRCHWOOD CASEY

FINGERTIP PUMP DISPENSER

Accurate Dispensing Of ACRAGLAS®,
ACRAGLAS GEL®, Wood Glues & Greases

Chemical-Resistant; Meters Beautifully
Polyethylene bottle with stainless steel fingertip pump stores and meters precise amounts
of cold bluing, solvents, and other thin liquids
used in the gun shop. Eliminates waste and contamination. a
b
SPECS: Polyethylene w/stainless steel pump. 6 fl. oz.
(177 ml).
#084-000-166AQ Pump Dispenser, 4H19M99 ��������������� $ 22.99

FLIP-TOP SPOUT BOTTLE
Easy-Pour & Store For Lubricants
Take your favorite liquid lubricant along in your
range bag or tool box and not worry about spills or
leaks. Resistant to most oils and solvents. a
b
SPECS: Low density polyethylene. Holds 1 fl. oz. (30 ml).
Three pak.
#084-038-103AQ Flip-Top Bottles, 3-pak, 4H5G21���������� $ 7.99

Leakproof, Solvent & Stain Resistant;
Controlled, Metered Flow

LEAD REMOVER &
POLISHING CLOTH
Cleans Lead & Powder Fouling
Off Stainless Steel
Chemically-treated cloth attacks lead,
carbon and copper bore deposits, as well as
removes powder burn rings on the face of
revolver cylinders and lead/plastic fouling
from shotgun barrels. Cuts through rust
and tarnish to restore luster to stainless
steel, nickel and most metal surfaces, and
can be trimmed to size for use in chambers or through the forcing cone and choke. Also cleans and polishes wood, glass, plastic and porcelain. Discoloration does not reduce efficiency. a
b
SPECS: 6" (15cm) x 9" (22cm), 54 sq. in. Includes instructions and resealable plastic storage bag. Not recommended for blued or case-hardened
metal finishes.
#167-000-060AQ Lead Remover Cloth, 1K4N29 ������������� $ 6.99

Provides a consistent, small drop of your favorite lubricating oil, cleaner, bore solvent, stock stain
or finish. Hollow steel “needle” accurately puts that
drop of oil or solvent right where you need it most.
Helps prevent over-lubrication, contamination and
waste. Made from high density polyethylene plastic;
fluorinated to resist breakdown from all common
petroleum based solvents and protect any outer label
from migration damage. Threaded aluminum top
features a heavy-duty, inner, rubber seal and removable slip cap; both seal tightly and prevent leaks. a
b
SPECS: Available in 1 fl. oz. (30ml) and 1/2 oz. (15ml) capacities, both sold
in 3 paks.
#084-000-127AQ Three 1 oz. Needle Oilers, 6A9B24���� $ 11.99
#084-000-361AQ Three 1/2 oz. Needle Oilers, 4H6K36�� � 7.99

MARSH SHIPPING SUPPLY

RAPID LUBE 202
Makes Quick Work Of Firearm
Lubrication & Maintenance

GUN GLOVE SKIN PROTECTANT
Helps Guard Against The Absorption Of Lead,
Powder Residue & Other Harmful Substances
Specially formulated skin lotion helps
protect against harmful absorption of lead
compounds, powder residue, penetrating oils,
cleaning solvents, and lacquers. Provides an
extra measure of protection for high volume
shooters, gunsmiths, reloaders, and bullet
casters who frequently handle gun cleaning
chemicals and lead bullets and shot. Apply
directly to hands, face, arms – any skin that’s
exposed during shooting or working with chemical contaminants. Washes off easily with soap and water, taking the residue
and odor of harmful substances with it. Gun Glove is petroleum- and silicone-free, so it’s absorbed quickly into the skin
and will not harm bluing or stock finishes. Contains moisturizers and emollients to help prevent and repair dry, irritated
skin. Should not be used as sole protection from dangerously
strong compounds.
SPECS: Squeeze bottle, 2 fl. oz. (59ml).
#083-000-029AQ Gun Glove Skin Protectant, 
3H4M49��������������������������������������������������������� $ 5.99
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MICRO DROP PINPOINT OILER
For Precise Application Of Your Favorite Oil; Fits In Pocket
Refillable applicator fits anywhere and goes anywhere, so
you’ll always be prepared when your weapon needs a little lube
at the range or in the field. Unscrew the knurled end cap to
fill the reservoir with the lubricant of your choice—great for
Brownells Friction Defense® Xtreme Gun Oil (available separately). The bottom cap unscrews to reveal the 2"-long syringe
for pinpoint application of a precise amount of oil exactly
where you want it. Internal micro plunger controlled by the
pushbutton on the top of the oiler acts like a mini-hydraulic
system to ensure even-flowing, no-squirt, no-drip application. Rugged, O-ring sealed, all aluminum construction, with
an attractive, matte exterior finish and convenient pocket clip.
SPECS: 6061 T6 aluminum, brushed matte finish. 53/4" (14.6cm) long, .575"
(14.6mm) O.D.. 18cc (.6 fl. oz.) capacity.
#080-000-733AQ Micro Drop Oiler, 8K15L35 ����������������� $ 19.99

Innovative cleaning brush
and fluid dispenser holds 4 fl.
oz. of lubricant that dispenses by the push of a button. Soft,
natural-bristle brush cleans dirt and debris without damaging
your gun’s finish and helps spread the liquid released from the
reservoir. Perfect size for the shop or the range. Doesn’t include
lubricant. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum. 8" (20.3cm) long, 11/2" (3.8cm) diameter. Reservoir
holds 4 fl. oz. (118.3 mL).
#100-001-288AQ Rapid Lube 202, 1A26D50������������������� $ 31.99

ESCA-TECH

Removes lead and other heavy metals from your skin after shooting and
reloading. Available in: one-use Towels
or Skin Cleaner which cleans and conditions the skin with or without water. a
b
SPECS: D-Wipe Towels: 40 towels per can; DLead Dry or Wet Skin Cleaner: 8 oz. (.23l) bottle.
#100-002-192AQ D-Wipe Towels, 9A4F25������������������������� $ 4.99
#100-002-193AQ D-Lead Skin Cleaner, 9A3E29������������� 3.99

Battle Breast Cancer & Protect Your Guns
With Our Premium Quality Gun Cases
Made from the same high-quality materials as our popular Signature Series cases, these cases protect your guns while
showing your support for finding a cure. For every pink Signature Series case sold, Brownells will donate 10% of the proceeds
to the American Cancer Society, to help fight breast cancer. The
tough, water-resistant shell of Cordura nylon withstands spills,
rain, and rough wear. Dense foam padding and a non-marring
interior lining protect your guns from damage. Large YKK zippers stay on track to open quickly and easily. Double-stitched
11/2" wide nylon web carry straps wrap around the entire case for
extra support. Adjustable shoulder straps enable comfortable,
hands-free carry. A leather trimmed, clear plastic I.D. window
on the front holds a business card or luggage I.D. tag. a
b
PISTOL BAG - Compact and
easy to carry—perfect for
transporting your pistol,
ammunition, and hearing/eye protection to the
range. Also makes a great
carry-on bag for air travel.
Main compartment has an
adjustable divider for keeping fresh ammo and spent
brass separate, or remove
the divider to carry larger items. Includes two zippered side
compartments, one with a pull-out padded pistol rug for a fullsize handgun, the other for magazines or small items. Carry
strap is detachable.
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura nylon, pink. 13" (33cm) long, 7" (18cm) wide,
81/2" (22cm) high. Pistol Rug: 111/2" (30cm) long x 7" wide.
#084-000-355AQ Pistol Bag, 4H66N45����������������������������� $ 77.99

SCOPED RIFLE CASE - Dual-layer foam padding protects a
scoped rifle or shotgun, while soft, tricot lining won’t scratch
bluing or catch on the gun when pulling it out. A wide, bellows pocket on the exterior is perfect for carrying small items.
Includes a plastic D-ring at the muzzle end and a nylon loop at
the rear for hanging and convenient storage.
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura nylon, pink. 49" (124.5cm) long, 8" (20.3cm)
wide at buttstock, 4" (10.2cm) wide at muzzle, 2" (5.1cm) thick. Pocket:
81/2" (20.3cm) long, 5" (12.7cm) high, 2" wide.
#084-000-353AQ Scoped Rifle Case, 4H64L27��������������� $ 75.99

FRINGED GUN COVER

D-LEAD CLEANERS

Remove Harmful Lead & Heavy Metals

SIGNATURE SERIES
PINK GUN CASES

Protects Your Traditional Long Guns
Protect your buffalo rifle, coach gun, or traditional muzzleloader in this genuine suede leather gun sleeve. Angled design
is tailored after Old West gun covers for a superior fit and period
looks. Flap with leather tie closure secures your gun inside the
case and keeps dust and dampness out. Loop on muzzle end
allows easy storage. Brownells logo patch on the side lets everyone know it’s the genuine article! a
b
SPECS: Leather, russet brown. 66" (168cm) long. Fits rifles and shotguns
up to 60" (152cm) long.
#080-000-369AQ Fringed Gun Cover, 8K50P14������������� $ 70.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

M4 RIFLE CASE - Protects a tactical rifle in harsh conditions,
with features including a protective skirt that keeps malfunction-inducing sand, grit, and debris away from the gun and
guards it from being scratched by the zipper. Brushed tricot
lining won’t snag your rifle, optic, or accessories, aiding in fast
removal from the case. A large, bellows front pocket includes a
convenient, removable pouch that holds three 30-round AR-15
magazines. Carry strap is detachable.
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura nylon, pink. 35" (89cm) long, 11" (28cm)
wide, 21/2" (6.4cm) high. Front Pocket: 101/2" long, 8" (20.3cm) high, 2"
wide.
#084-000-354AQ Pink M4 Rifle Case, 4H103L71��������� $ 125.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

Size

DISCREET RIFLE BAG

SIGNATURE SERIES GUN CASES

Eliminate nicks, dings,
and damage that tarnish the appearance and performance of the guns you
love with our Signature Series Gun
Cases. When we developed this line,
we combined the very best materials
- 1000 Denier Cordura nylon, YKK zippers - with your ideas to create what
we feel is the ultimate line of gun cases
anywhere. Plus, they look amazing . . . YKK Zippers and Brass pulls and
expandable storage pouch
like anything we put our name on, you an
for the things that go with each
know these are top-of-the-line.
gun; ammom spare parts, tools,
Each floatable case is water- licenses, etc.
resistant and durable to withstand
spills, damp surroundings, and rough
wear. Beneath the Cordura shell is a
dual-layer of shock-absorbent foam
cushioning to protect your guns from
bumps, dings, and drops. Self-sealing,
YKK zippers stay on track to open
quickly and
that’s heavy-duty! Wrapeasily every Now
around handles plus a reinforctime. Styl- ing strap double-stitched to the
ish, leather bottom of the case eliminate
assists ac- handle pull out.
cent
the
brass zipper pulls to help you open
the case fast when you’re in a hurry.
All (except Tactical Weapons Case)
Box-stitched, reinforced, wrap
around handles, a should strap feature soft, Tricot, closed-cell lining
and leather ID window help that won’t scratch bluing or catch on
make Brownells Gun Cases the your guns
best you’ll find.
when pulling them out. Adjustable shoulder
straps allow comfortable, hands-free
carry to the range or your hunting
spot. Plus, there are Box-X stitched,
D-Ring on the end makes it easy
nylon-web carry handles. A wide, to hang the case on a hook, out
bellows pocket on the exterior is per- of the way.
fect to keep things you need for your
gun with your gun. Includes a clear, plastic ID window and a
metal D-ring. Leather-embossed Brownells ram on the outside
provides a look of class. a
b
FLOATATION GUN CASE - Actually floats with a gun inside!
Cordura Plus outer
shell encloses a thick
layer of closed-cell
foam around an inner layer of open-cell
foam. Tricot nylon inner lining won’t snag. Plenty of height for
long-range scopes with large objectives. Quick-release polymer, buckles, adjustable straps, sling-ready D-rings at the ends,
and box-X stitched, nylon carry handles help make transportation a breeze. Roomy, exterior bellows pocket with brass zipper
pulls and leather assists, and a clear, plastic ID card window.
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura Plus nylon exterior, brown. 51" (131cm) long,
12" (30.4cm) wide at buttstock, 5" (12.7cm) wide at muzzle, 2.5" (6.4cm)
thick. Pocket – 8.5" (21.6cm) long, 5" (12.7cm) high, 2" (5.8cm) wide.
#084-000-225AQ Floatation Gun Case, 4H66F29��������� $ 74.99
PISTOL CASES - Use as a stand-alone case
or for extra protection when carrying your
handgun in a range bag with other gear.
Large enough for guns with optics, lasers,
or tactical lights. Triple protection system
includes a tough, Cordura nylon outer shell,
dual layer of shock-absorbing foam,
and nylon Tricot inner lining. Nylon
zipper with brass slide and pull keeps
the case sealed; a brass D-ring lets you
lock the case (padlock not included).
Nylon-web carry strap completes the
package. Standard is just the right size
for small and mid-size pistols and revolvers. Magnum is built

extra large to fit those long barreled, large magnum revolvers
and pistols. Deluxe Magnum has an external, zippered pocket
ideal for storing extra ammunition, cleaning supplies, shooting glasses, hearing protection or other gear.
SPECS: Brown Cordura nylon shell, black Tricot interior. Standard - 12"
(30.5cm) long, 8" (20.3cm) high, approximately 11/2" (3.8cm) thick when
zipped. Magnum - 18" (45.7cm) long, 9" (22.8cm) high, approximately 11/2"
thick when zipped. Deluxe Magnum - Storage pocket, 8" (20cm) long, 6"
(15cm) high, approximately 13/4" (4.4cm).
#084-000-155AQ Standard Pistol Case, 4H16N86�������� $ 20.99
#084-000-339AQ Magnum Pistol Case, 4H21E46��������� 25.99
#084-000-352AQ Deluxe Magnum Pistol Case, 
8K28N79 ����������������������������������������������������� 34.99
TACTICAL WEAPONS CASE - Puncture-resistant Cordura shell
keeps out moisture and dirt.
Closed-cell foam
padding cushions
blows and makes
case
floatable.
Large enough for a rifles with bipods and high-mount, large
diameter optics. Adjustable carry sling and large, zippered, side
pocket, plus four, external, magazine pouches that accept 30
round, M16 magazines. Available in two sizes.
SPECS: 1000 denier, Cordura nylon exterior, black. 38" (96.5cm) or 46"
(116.8cm) long, 12" (30.5cm) wide at buttstock, 5" (12.7cm) wide at muzzle,
3" (7.6cm) thick. Pocket - 191/2" (49.5cm) long, tapered 31/2" (8.9cm) to
81/2" (21.6cm) high.
#084-000-157AQ 38" Tactical Case, 4H82D25 ��������������� $ 99.99
#084-000-158AQ 46" Tactical Rifle, 4H90L86����������������� 109.99
ADJUSTABLE-LENGTH RIFLE CASE - Adjusts to fit the exact
length of your rifle (up to 46"),
with plenty of width to accommodate a fully tricked-out AR15/M16/M4 rifle with a highmounted optic and 30-round
magazine. Adjustable, removable padded shoulder straps
let you sling the case over your
back like a backpack for comfortable hands-free transport;
quick-release chest strap keeps the shoulder straps from slipping. For rapid weapon deployment, release the polymer clips
holding the slip cover and pull the cover off with its handle.
Three rows of MOLLE attachment points on the front of the
case accept Brownells Triple Magazine Pouch, Dump Pouch
(both available separately), or other MOLLE-compatible gear.
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura® nylon shell, Black or Coyote. 48" (1.2m) approximate maximum extended length, 14" (35.6cm) wide, 4" (10.2cm) high.
#084-000-326AQ Adj.-Length Rifle Case, Black, 
4H117N47������������������������������������������������� $ 144.99
#084-000-327AQ Adj.-Length Rifle Case, Coyote, 
4H117I47��������������������������������������������������� 144.99
THREE-GUN COMPETITION CASE - Built for the three-gun competitor who needs
to transport a rifle,
shotgun, and pistol
safely and comfortably, but can be used
by anybody who needs to transport multiple guns. Adjustable,
padded shoulder straps allow hands-free carry like a backpack.
Roomy, main compartment holds a scoped rifle and a tactical shotgun, separated by a padded divider that prevents any
contact between the guns. Adjustable, hook-and-loop straps
let you cinch down both long guns to prevent shifting during
transport. Outside, three roomy zippered compartments hold
spare magazines and other gear. One pocket includes a removable, soft-padded pistol rug. For long-distance transport, pack
your guns in this case, then stuff the works in a big hard-shell
travel case, and your guns will be as safe as can be! 54" bag accommodates shotguns with barrels up to 28" long - you can
also use it to take a primary and a backup on a pheasant or

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

Added Padding
Protects Rifle & Optics

Covert, Low-Profile Tactical Weapon Case; Built To Take Abuse
Covert case isn’t shaped like a traditional rifle case, so police
and tactical shooters can carry a short-barreled AR-15, submachine gun, a broken-down M4 carbine, folding stock AK, or
similar weapon while camouflaging the fact that there’s a rifle
inside. Closed-cell foam surrounded inside a water-resistant
Cordura Plus nylon shell provides exceptional impact protection. Removable divider with full-length hook-and-loop fastening system lets you secure the weapon and accessories to
prevent shifting. Three external pockets and the full-length top
cover have rugged, oversized, easy-opening YKK zippers. The
adjustable, removable padded shoulder strap enables comfortable, hands-free carry. Nylon web carry handle and twin finger
loops double stitched to the front of the bag provide other carry
options. Convenient pocket with hook-and-loop flap on the
shoulder strap is ideal for storing small items. a
b
SPECS: 1000 denier Cordura Plus nylon, black. 261/2" (67.3cm) long, 6"
(15cm) wide, 6" high.
#080-000-720AQ Discreet Rifle Bag, Black, 
1Z128B89��������������������������������������������������� $ 149.99

A shell of abrasionand
mildew-resistant,
1000 denier, Nytaneon
nylon surrounds 3/8" of
padding on the top and
bottom of the case for snug, no-slip protection of your rifle and
its expensive optics. Padding on the bottom of the case covers
the zipper tracks to protect your rifle from scratches. A doublestitched, nylon carry handle is attached to the case with multireinforced stitching; an adjustable, padded sling offers a tactical-carry option. All cases accept rifles with mounted optics and
fully unzip to be used as a shooting mat. Standard Rifle case is
available in 34", 37", and 41" lengths and features four high-capacity magazine pouches (five on 41" case) with positive-close
hook-and-loop patch closures, plus zippered compartments in
the front for additional storage.Scoped Rifle case provides 51" of
length to accept a scoped rifle with longer barrel and includes
two, large, outside cargo pouches for ammo, magazines, and
supplies instead of separate magazine pouches.
SPECS: 1000 denier, Nytaneon nylon, black.
STOCK #
#100-002-880AQ
#100-002-878AQ
#100-002-879AQ
#100-000-816AQ

LENGTH
34"
37"
41"
51"

MODEL
Std Rifle
Std Rifle
Std Rifle
Scoped Rifle

PRICE
1A74A49 $ 89.99
1A74D49 $ 89.99
1A82H89 $ 109.99
1A91E29 $ 104.99

BULLDOG CASES

MUDDY GIRL CAMO RIFLE CASE

Model

BULLDOG CASES

EXTREME RIFLE CASES

Stylish Rifle Case For The Ladies
Specifically made for the outdoorswoman, this trendy case
lets you show your feminine style while still providing maximum protection for your rifle. Made of durable, extra heavyduty, water-resistant nylon, case is finished in Muddy Girl
camo with leather accents. Full length zippered case has 2 ¼"
of thick, buoyant foam padding, plus raised rib panels for added
protection. Wrap around handles are made of tough, woven
nylon that won’t tear under heavy loads. Case features a large,
outside, zippered pocket, plus an adjustable shoulder strap
for easy carrying. Interior is fully lined with soft fur to protect
against scratches and marring. Case fits scoped and unscoped
rifles up to 46" long.
SPECS: Nylon, Muddy Girl camo, black leather accents. Interior – fur,
black. 48" long, 9" high.
#100-014-525AQ Muddy Girl Camo Rifle Case, 48", 
7F34J99 ������������������������������������������������������� $ 34.99

duck hunt.
SPECS: 1,000 denier Cordura® nylon shell, black or coyote. 48" (122cm)
OR 54" (137cm) long, 12" (33cm) wide, 5" (12.7cm) high. Exterior Pockets
– Two (2) 15" (38.1cm) long x 10" (25.4cm) high x 2" (5.1cm) deep, and one
11" (28cm) long x 9" (22.9cm) high x 2" deep. Pistol Rug – 14" (35.6cm)
long x 10" high.
#084-000-324AQ 48" 3-Gun Competition Case,
Black, 4H184L34 ��������������������������������� $ 199.99
#084-000-325AQ 48" 3-Gun Competition Case,
Coyote, 4H184C34 ����������������������������� 199.99
084-000-385AQ 54" 3-Gun Competition Case,
Black, 9K198P49 ��������������������������������� 229.99
084-000-384AQ 54" 3-Gun Competition Case,
Coyote, 9K198A49������������������������������� 229.99

order on the web

brownells.com

Secure,
Economical Carry
For Tactical Rifles
Or Shotguns
Durable, secure tactical rifle cases protect your weapon and
provide features normally found only on expensive high-end
cases. A water-resistant outer shell of double-stitched nylon
or Tetron canvas, generous foam padding, and a heavy-duty,
full-length nylon zipper stand up to the rigors of any mission.
The soft, brushed nylon Tricot lining won’t snag on optics,
lights, rails, and other accessories when removing weapon.
Wrap-around carry handles of tough, woven nylon webbing
won’t tear under hard use, and zippered exterior pockets give
you quick access to ammo, accessories, and other gear without opening the main compartment. Assault Rifle Case features
exterior pouches with hook-and-loop flaps for secure carry of
four standard 30-round or extra-capacity AR-15 magazines.
Adjustable shoulder strap aids in comfortable carry, plus a zippered outside pocket for tools and other accessories. Discreet
Rifle Case – Compact, rectangle shape has plenty of room to
carry a long gun, plus extra gear, including ammo in six magazine sleeves concealed in the two, external zipperedpockets.
Heavy-duty Tetron canvas shell and fiber-reinforced sidewalls give the weapon extra protection from impact and the
elements.
SPECS: Assault Rifle Case – Heavy duty nylon shell, O.D. Green. 40"
(102cm) long, 12" (30.5cm) wide at buttstock, 7" (17.8cm) wide at muzzle,
21/4" (5.7cm) thick. Discreet Rifle Case – Tetron canvas shell, black. 45"
(102cm or 114cm) long, 13" (33cm) wide, 21/2" (6.4cm) thick.
#100-005-031AQ Assault Rifle Case, 40", 7F29L99 �������$ 29.99
100-011-978AQ Discreet Rifle Case, 40", 7F44K99����� 44.99
#100-005-305AQ Discreet Rifle Case, 45", 7F44L99������ 44.99
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gun cases & storage

Premium Features Provide Maximum Convenience & Protection;
Superb Materials & Construction Stand Up To Rugged Use - Made In U.S.A.

BLACKHAWK INDUSTRIES

TACTICAL RIFLE CASE

GUN CASES & STORAGE

RIFLE & PISTOL

GUNNYSOCK®

PELICAN

Unbreakable Hard Shell
Protects Your Gun From
Dust, Water & Shock

Carries Easily In Your Pocket, Stop Dings In The Car Or Safe
Protects without bulk. Gunnysock stretches to over 5 feet
long, wide enough for scoped rifles. Pistol Sock stretches to
over 25" long. a
b
SPECS: 75% acrylic, 25% nylon. Sold in packages of 6 only.
#279-100-048AQ Gunnysock, pak of 6, 9G27C14 ��������� $ 29.99
#279-200-015AQ Pistol Sock, pak of 6, 9G19H80����������� 33.00

NEGRINI CASES

SHOTGUN CASE

Unicase
Single

Fully Cushioned
With Lined Interior

Hard-sided shotgun case features thick, thermoformed
ABS double walled exterior shell welled to a rigid inner case
for maximum shock absorption. Fully cushioned inner case is
lined with plush fabric and has separate compartments for the
stock and receiver, barrel and forend, plus another compartment for accessories. Each case is fitted with hardened steel
combination locks and hinges that are recessed to protect them
from damage or snagging. Ultra strong case is ideal for air travel,
car, range, or home. UniCase Shotgun case fits O/U, SxS, or autoloaders with a single barrel up to 36". The luxurious Single
Shotgun Case is ideal for O/U or SxS shotgun with 31 ½" barrels.
SPECS: Thermoformed ABS polypropylene. UniCase Shotgun Case –
Black exterior, gray microfiber interior. 38" (96.5cm) long, 11.2" (28.4cm)
wide, 3.3" (8.4cm) deep. 7.7 lbs. (3.5kg) wt. 1 combination lock and 2 combination latches. Single Shotgun Case - Green exterior, brown microfiber
interior. 32.5 (82.5cm) long, 11.2 (28.4cm) wide, 3.7 (9.4cm) deep. 6.2 lbs.
(2.8kg) wt. 3 combination locks.
#100-016-244AQ Single Shotgun Case, 7A254F49���� $ 299.99
#100-016-245AQ UniCase Shotgun, 7A144H49���������� 179.99

SEAHORSE SE-540FP4
FOUR-HANDGUN CASE
Crushproof Hard Case Cradles
Four Handguns In Foam Padding
Rugged, lightweight, injectionmolded polypropylene pistol case
withstands heavy abuse in any environment. Fully padded interior surrounds the guns to protect them from
drops, tumbles, and impact. An diecut Accuform foam insert holds four
downward-facing handguns, eight
magazines, and two revolver speed
loaders. A large cavity has room for a
box of ammo or other items. A rubber O-ring sealed, tongue-and-groove lid keeps out water and
dust. Sturdy ridges protect hinges, easy-opening latches, and
molded-in padlock holes. Automatic pressure relief system
for easy opening after air travel. Meets TSA checked baggage
guidelines, MIL-STD 810F 512.4, and Ingress Protection Standard IP 67. a
b
SPECS: High-impact polypropylene shell, black. High-density foam, gray.
15" (38cm) long x 121/8" (30.8cm) wide x 91/2" (24.1cm) high. Internal dimensions: 131/2" (34.3cm) long x 93/4" (24.8cm) wide x 83/8" (22.2cm) high.
6.3 lbs. (2.8kg) wt.
#100-005-943AQ SE-540FP4 Four-Handgun Case, 
8D87C19����������������������������������������������������� $ 119.99
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ROYAL CASE

WATERTIGHT PROTECTOR RIFLE
CASE

Super-tough, lightweight hardshell case
protect your valuable gun
from just about any punishment you can dish up, from everyday bangs and dings to the rigors of tactical operations. This
case even floats, so a gun overboard isn’t lost for good. Holds
rifles or shotguns up to 42" long, with extra space for handguns,
magazines, or other accessories. The outer shell of high impact,
polypropylene structural resin has an open-cell core and solid
walls to safeguard the guns inside from dust, water, and many
chemicals. High-density polyurethane foam inside protects
it from vibration and shock. A tongue-and-groove lid with a
neoprene sponge O-ring provides an airtight, waterproof seal,
while the unique, one-way automatic purge valve equalizes
pressure inside for ease in closing the lid. Easy-opening ABS
polymer latches lock up good and tight when you want them
to; molded-in loops accept padlocks (locks not included) for
added security. Long-wearing, stainless steel pins in the hinges and handles provide years of trouble-free service. Durable,
polyurethane transport wheels with nylon hubs and steel bearings make this case easy to transport, and it’s stackable for easy
storage. Meets MIL-STD 4150J and has an Ingress Protection
rating of IP-67. a
b
SPECS: Shell - High-impact polypropylene, black. Interior - High-density
foam, gray. 443/8" long, 16" wide, 61/8" high.
#100-002-324AQ Rifle Case, 2Z254Q49��������������������������� $ 274.99

PLANO

ALL-WEATHER GUN CASES

VOODOO TACTICAL

PADDED WEAPONS CASE
Protects Multiple Guns From
The Hard Knocks Of Travel

Rugged, Economical
Hard Case For
Transport & Storage
Economical, durable, hard plastic case with foam inserts
protects a single rifle or shotgun with optic while transporting
it to the range, on a hunting trip, or during long-term storage.
The outer shell of tough, impact-resistant, polypropylene has a
tight-sealing tongue-and-groove lid that keeps out dust, water,
and contaminants. High-density polyurethane foam inside
protects the gun from vibration and shock, and protects the
finish by keeping the gun from shifting. Four, easy-opening
polymer latches and three molded padlock loops (locks not
included) keep the lid securely closed even during rough handling. Four piano-style hinges are protected by raised stops that
prevent over-opening of the lid. a
b
SPECS: Injection-molded polypropylene, black. 48" (122cm) long x 12"
(30.5cm) wide x 41/4" (10.8cm) high.
#100-005-915AQ Single Rifle Case, 2Z21B99 ������������������$ 21.99

STORM CASE

iM3100 GUN CASE

Transport Guns In
Waterproof, Shockproof,
Airtight Case
Watertight, air tight,
valve sealed protection
of your gun from rough
handling & abuse. Safe,
easy transport inside
hard outer shell with
rubberized handles &
wheels. Automatic Vortex® Valve equalizes air pressure inside
case for easy opening after air travel. High-density foam interior can be trimmed to fit any shape 35" or less in length. a
b
SPECS: Shell - High-impact polyethylene, black. Exterior - 3913/16" (101cm)
long, 161/2" (42cm) wide, 611/16" (17cm) high. Interior - High-density foam,
gray. 361/2" (93cm) long, 14" (36cm) wide, 6" (15cm) high. 15.2 lbs (6.9kg)
weight.
#100-003-452AQ IM3100 Storm Case Gun Case, 
2Z219J99��������������������������������������������������� $ 219.99

Withstands The Elements & Airline Travel
Water-tight, air-tight, and dust-proof gun cases have ultra thick exterior shells and the weather-resistant Dri-Loc®
seal to safeguard your guns even in the most extreme conditions. Heavy-duty, dual-stage, lockable latches tightly shut the
case, while padlock tabs offer added security when traveling.
Tongue-and-groove closure with a continuous O ring ensures water-tight protection. Built-in pressure release valve is
designed specifically for airline travel. Molded “comfort grip”
handles for ease in carrying, and interior padding of highdensity pluck foam that securely cradles your gun. Foam is
customizable to match the shape of your specific firearm.
Generously-sized Pistol Cases provide excellent security and
protection for handguns, optics, accessories, or camera gear.
SPECS: Shell - high-impact polyethylene, black. Interior - pluck foam,
gray.
36" Rifle Case - Exterior: 40" (101.6cm) long x 16" (40.6cm) wide x 51/2"
(14cm) deep. Interior: 36" (91.4cm) long x 13" (33cm) wide x 5" (12.7cm)
deep. 42" Rifle Case – Exterior: 46" (116.8cm) long x 16" wide, 51/2" deep.
Interior: 42" (106.7cm) long x 13" wide, 5" deep. Large Pistol Case - 183/8"
(46.7cm) wide x 14¼" (36.2cm) high x 8" (20.3cm) deep. Extra-Large Pistol Case - 20¾" (52.7cm) wide x 16½" (41.9cm) high x 9¼" (23.5cm) deep.
#696-000-005AQ 36" Rifle Case, 6F98N89�������������������� $ 118.99
#696-000-006AQ 42" Rifle Case, 6F110A29�������������������� 128.99
98.99
#696-000-003AQ Large Pistol Case, 6F88G09 ������������
#696-000-004AQ Ex-Large Pistol Case, 6F104E09 ���� 117.99

RIFLE CASE

RECTANGULAR
DRY-TEK PISTOL BAG

SKB CASES

Lining Pulls Moisture Away
From Your Gun
Rectangular case features
dual layers of Dry-Tek padding to protect your pistol from
dings and moisture. Quilted absorbent fabric on the inner pad
pulls moisture away from the
interior while a second layer of
padding protects against impact and continues drawing moisture outward. The one way laminate membrane on the exterior
lets moisture escape but prevents it from entering the bag. Exterior is made of tough, water resistant, 600 denier nylon and
features two large, zippered pockets for storing ammunition,
magazines, or other accessories. The oversized, heavy-duty
nylon zippers have a luggage style system for padlock security. Case fits most large frame pistols and revolvers with 6" or
shorter barrels.
SPECS: Exterior: Nylon, 12½" (31.8cm) long, 7½" (19.1cm) high, 3½"
(8.9cm) wide. Interior – Dry-Tek lining, brown. 1/2" (1.3cm) thick padding.
#100-015-287AQ Rectangular Dry-Tek Pistol Bag, 
8A40K49 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 44.99

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Heavy-duty padded case
holds two rifles, two pistols,
and extra gear. Main compartment has thick foam on all six
sides with plenty of room for
rifles up to 41" in length. Adjustable straps inside keep
your rifles securely in place,
while corner pockets protect
the muzzle and buttstock. A
cushioned internal divider
prevents the rifles from rubbing together. Inside the big external compartment you’ll find
two padded pockets for pistols, optics, or more small stuff.
Three more exterior pouches will hold boxes of ammo, a cleaning kit, or spare magazines. External MOLLE loops allow you to
attach additional gear. Carry by the padded handle, detachable
shoulder strap, or the back pack-style shoulder harness.
SPECS: Ballistic pack cloth, black or purple. 42" (106cm) long, 12" (30.5)
high, 4" (10.2cm) wide. Side Compartment: 26" (66cm) long, 12" (30.5)
high, 3½" (8.9cm) wide.
#100-012-718AQ Padded Weapons Case, Black, 
5A90C99 ����������������������������������������������������� $ 99.99
#100-012-639AQ Padded Weapons Case, Purple, 
5A90J99������������������������������������������������������� 99.99

ALLEN CO.

RUGER DUOPLEX ATTACHÉ
Ideal For Storing & Transporting
Two Handguns & Accessories
Attaché style pistol case is made
of heavy duty nylon, with ¾" foam
padded sides, to protect your guns
during storage or transport. Case
features two internal pistol compartments lined with soft tricot fabric,
plus eight magazine pockets. The
large exterior compartment is ideal for storing ammo, extra
magazines, or a small cleaning kit. Padded grip on the web
handles provides easy and comfortable carrying. Wrap-around
zipper includes padlock loops for added security. Case lets you
proudly display your support for Ruger with their name and
trademark firebird prominently embroidered on the side.
SPECS: Nylon, black, red embroidery. Brushed tricot lining, polyester
magazine pouches. 11.5" (29.2cm) long, 9" (22.8cm) wide.
#100-015-879AQ Ruger Duoplex Attaché, 9Z23P59 $ 29.99

NEGRINI CASES

LARGE HANDGUN CASE
Customizable Case Ideal For
Car, Range & Home
Designed to absorb shock
without fracturing, this lightweight pistol case features
patented double wall ABS construction to protect your pistols
in storage or transport. IATA air
travel approved case is fully
padded with “Pluck-n-Pull” die
cut foam which can be customized to fit most handguns and
magazines. The steel hinges and briefcase style combination
locks offer tamper proof protection for you handguns.
SPECS: Thermoformed ABS exterior shell, black. Die cut foam interior.
15.2 (38.6cm) long, 8.8 (22.3cm) wide, 3.1 (7.9cm) deep. 2.4 lbs. (1.1kg) wt.
#100-016-247AQ Single Handgun Case, 7A86H69 ����� $ 99.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

GUN SHOW CASE

Lightweight and easy to carry to the gun show; keeps you
legal and protects your new rifle or shotgun. Soft, velour exterior, foam-padded, lycra interior lining. a
b
SPECS: SR-54 - Fits rifles/shotguns, 9" (22cm) wide, 54" (137cm) long.
AS-49 - Fits scoped AR-15's and similar rifles, 12" (30cm) wide, 49" (124cm)
long. Colors may vary.
#059-100-054AQ SR-54 Gunshow Case, 9E9B09 ����������� $ 9.99
- 3 or More SR-54 Gunshow Case, per each, 
9E6A62����������������������������������������������������������� 8.83
#059-100-049AQ AS-49 Gunshow Case, 9E9N09����������� 9.99
- 3 or More AS-49 Gunshow Case, per each, 
9E5F84����������������������������������������������������������� 8.15

BULLDOG

HANDGUN
STORAGE CASE

High-Tech Security For
Handguns & Other Valuables

Factory colors and logos
make identification easy.

Compact,
multi-purpose
safes keep handguns and other
MiniVault
valuables secure and protected,
GV1000
yet allow quick access to what’s
inside with a touch of the hand.
Heavy-gauge steel, close-fitting seams,
and tight tolerances make it virtually
impossible to pry open these safes with
hand tools. Robust lock mechanism is
highly resistant to tampering for maximum security and is battery-powered
MicroVault 500
with a conveniently-located keypad.
Pre-drilled holes in the bottom enable permanent mounting
on solid surfaces in most any position. Comes with two keys for
manual entry. Batteries available separately. MiniVault GV1000
– “No-Eyes” keypad technology lets you enter your personal
code for fast access, even in total darkness. Tamper alert feature lets you know if an unauthorized access attempt has been
made. Spring-loaded, tamper-proof door gets you inside fast.
Approximately 480 cubic inches of space inside. Uses eight
AA batteries. MicroVault 500 Digital – Notebook-sized, lightweight, and compact, so it fits in briefcase or day pack for easy,
discreet transport. 175 cubic inches of interior space. Uses four,
AA batteries.
SPECS: 18 gauge steel, black powder coat finish. MiniVault GV1000 – 8.1"
(20.5cm) long, 4.9" (12.4cm) wide, 12" (30.4cm) tall. Interior: 480 cubic
inches (7,866 cubic cm). 9 lb. (4kg) wt. MicroVault 500 – 11" (28cm) long,
8" (20.3cm) wide, 2" (5cm) tall. Interior: 175 cubic inches (2,868 cubic
cm). 4 lb. 6 oz. (2kg) wt.
#100-006-690AQ MiniVault GV1000 Digital, 
4C104D59 ��������������������������������������������������$ 119.99
#100-006-689AQ MicroVault 500 Digital, 4C102J29��� 114.99

COLT HANDGUN CASE - Colt logo, two latches and steel hinge
pins. Accepts all Colt pistols and revolvers.
SPECS: Molded plastic, blue. 15" (38cm) lg, 81/4" (21cm) wide, 21/2" (6.3cm)
deep.
#160-511-000AQ Colt Handgun Case, 6A28F29������������$ 29.99
SMITH & WESSON - Full-length hinge, padlock provision and
two snap latches. Foam-lined interior. For semi-autos/revolvers.
SPECS: Plastic, blue. Large - 143/4" (37.5cm) long, 93/4" (24.8cm) wide, 31/2"
(8.9cm) deep. Fits up to 83/8" barrel length. Small - 123/4" (32.4cm) long, 8"
(20.3cm) wide, 3" (7.6cm) deep. Fits up to 6" barrel length.
#940-000-764AQ S&W Large Case, 4Z11M59������������������� $ 14.99
#940-000-555AQ S&W Small Case, 4Z8G89��������������������� 11.99

GUNVAULT

Economical Handgun Vault With
Fast-Access Electronic Lock

NANOVAULT
“Safe” Storage Of Handgun
Or Valuables

Clamshell-style
minisafes of heavy, 18-gauge
steel keep handguns are economical yet highly tamper
resistant, like larger GunVault
models. NanoVault safes fit
discreetly in a bag, briefcase,
desk, or under a vehicle seat.
Included security cable provides temporary attachment to solid fixtures. Pre-drilled base
holes enable permanent mounting on solid surfaces. Meets
TSA checked baggage guidelines for “locked hard-sided container.” Both models offer nearly 108 cubic inches to hold a
full-size pistol and magazine. The 200 has a key lock (2 keys
included), while the 300 has a 3-digit combination lock for
quick keyless entry.
SPECS: 18 gauge steel, black powdercoat finish. 91/2" (24.1cm) long, 61/2"
(16.5cm) wide, 13/4" (4.4cm) tall.1 lb. 12 oz. (794g) wt.
#100-006-687AQ NanoVault 200, 4C25D79��������������������� $ 29.99
#100-006-688AQ NanoVault 300, 4C28J89��������������������� 34.99

SPORTSMAN’S OUTDOOR PRODUCTS
BULLDOG

UNIVERSAL PISTOL CASE
Surrounds Handgun In 360°
Of Foam Protection
Molded, lockable case puts
360° of foam padding around
your valuable handgun to protect
it from knocks, dings, dirt, and
jostling. Tough, durable, waterresistant nylon outer shell looks
good and takes a beating. Molded foam interior panels cradle
the gun and a spare magazine in separate compartments to
keep them from bumping into each other. Gentle, nylon lining protects gun’s finish. Single-piece, reinforced, wraparound
handles are comfortable to carry to and from the range or field.
Metal D-ring provides a lock point for the zipper pull tab. Standard holds full-size service pistols up to 8" long and 51/2" high at
grip, including 1911 Auto, Beretta 92/96, Browning Hi-Power.
Compact fits Glock, SIG, and similar-sized pistols up to 61/2"
long and 43/4" high.
SPECS: Nylon shell & lining, molded foam, two-tone black & dark gray.
111/4" (28.6cm) long, 9" (22.8cm) wide, 11/2" (3.8cm) thick.
#100-004-582AQ Standard Pistol Case, 7C16E29 ��������� $ 19.99
#100-004-581AQ Compact Pistol Case, 7C16F29 ��������� 19.99

MINIVAULT/MICROVAULT
GUN SAFES

Secure Protection For Pistols
& Revolvers

PIT BULL GUN VAULT
Steel lock box keeps handguns
or other small valuables secure,
yet allows fast access through the
programmable digital keypad.
Two, hefty, stainless steel locking bolts help
keep door closed against unauthorized access. Program the electronic lock with your
choice of 6-digit entry code; backup access via
a traditional key lock hidden behind removable plate. Tamper
alarm sounds after three consecutive incorrect code entries.
Designed for permanent mounting to solid surfaces with the
included hardware. Carpet inside protects your pistol’s finish.
Colored LEDs indicate when entry code is programmed or entered correctly - or when batteries run low.
SPECS: Steel, powder coat finish, matte black. 10" (25.4cm) long x 12"
(30.4cm) wide x 7½" (19cm) high. 900 cubic inches (1,478 cubic cm) interior volume. 6 lb. 2 oz. (2.79kg) wt. Comes with two keys and mounting
hardware. Runs on 4 AA batteries (not included).
#100-012-276AQ Pit Bull Gun Vault, 7F58A99��������������� $ 58.99

GUNVAULT

STANDARD DRAWER VAULT

MAGNUM LED DIGITAL VAULT
Fast Access To Handgun, Plus
Built-In Auto-Activated Lights
Steel vault features coded,
programmable push-button access with strategically-located
lights to help give fast handgun
access, even in total darkness.
Door instantly pops open when
correct code is entered and LED illuminates vault interior for
30 seconds. Code-entry buttons light up when touched to help
opening in lowlight conditions. Audible button signals can be
turned on or off, and entry buttons glow blue when battery levels are low. Three consecutive wrong code entries automatically lock out more attempts for 5 minutes. Egg-crate foam lining cushions your gun and helps protect its finish. Designed
to be mounted to a wall or similar, not intended for use as a
portable vault.
SPECS: Steel, matte black finish. Exterior: 11" (28cm) wide, 8" (20cm) long,
7" (17cm) high. Interior: 10¾" (27cm) wide, 6½" (16.5cm) long, 6½" high.
Includes mounting hardware, keys and 4 AA batteries.
#100-012-277AQ Magnum LED Digital Vault, 
7F102A99��������������������������������������������������� $ 102.99

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

PLANO

SCOPED RIFLE CASE

Fits In Most Drawers;
Safely Stores Handgun Or
Important Documents
Durable, reliable vault
constructed of 18 gauge steel
fits into most standard-sized
drawers to provide ultra-secure storage for your firearm
or important documents. Gunvault’s no-eyes, battery powered
keypad with keyed backup allows quick access without looking. Coupled with the tamper-resistant door and foam-lined
interior to ensure that your weapon is both safe and undamaged, this versatile vault is a sensible addition to your home or
office. Fits most tablets and E-readers.
SPECS: Steel, black. 12" (30.5cm) long, 10" (25.4cm) wide, 4.25" (10.8cm)
high. 8.1 lbs (3.7kg) wt. Uses one 9-Volt battery, not included.
#100-009-553AQ Standard Drawer Vault, 4C155J59���$ 174.99

DRAWER SAFE
WITH BIOMETRIC LOCK

STACK-ON

Secure Storage With Access To Your
Pistol At The Swipe Of A Finger
Compact safe has programmable lock recognizes up to 32
different fingerprints, and automatically pops open when you
swipe finger across the reader.
Can also be opened with personal
access code or backup key. Solid steel construction is pry-resistant and concealed hinges and
live action locking bolts keep contents secured.
Egg-crate foam interior cushions the gun. Easily
fits into a dresser or desk drawer.
SPECS: Steel, black. 137/8" (35cm) wide, 111/2" (29cm) long, 41/2" (11cm) high.
#100-014-797AQ Drawer Safe With Biometric Lock, 
6F106B89��������������������������������������������������� $ 129.99

GUNVAULT
Secure, Economical Hard Case Protects
Your Rifle & Its Mounted Optic
Thick-walled, high impact polymer case features an interlocking foam liner and Plano’s PillarLock system to protect
your scoped rifle. It’s lightweight, airline-approved, and fitted
with a large, molded-in handle for comfortable carry. Molded
loops for padlocks allow the case to be securely locked (padlock
not included). Plenty of room inside for a scoped rifle or shotgun up to 52" in length.
SPECS: Reinforced hard polymer, black finish. Exterior dimensions: 531/2"
x 33/4" x 13". Interior: 52" x 31/2" x 101/4".
#696-000-002AQ Single Scoped Rifle Case, 6F22D99��� $ 22.99

VERSATILE RACK
Vinyl Coated
To Protect Gun Finish

HANDGUN RACK
Four Gun

Provides space-saving efficiency that makes best use
of limited storage area. Tough,
vinyl coated, steel framework
offers a non-slip coating that
won’t mar gun finishes. Organizes and store handguns Peg Board
in your gun safe or cabinet.
Holds semi-autos and revolvers of any barrel length. a
b

order on the web

brownells.com

SPEEDVAULT

Reliable, Safe & Quick-Access Handgun
Storage For The Home Or Office
Durable, 18-gauge steel concealable safe
provides ultra-secure, quickly accessible
storage for your handgun at home or the
office. Battery-powered keypad releases the
fast-action, drop-down drawer for immediate access. Ideal for desks, nightstands, or
cupboards, the foam-lined vault features a
tamper-resistant door, and pre-drilled holes
on the left and right sides, or rear bracket to
facilitate multiple mounting options. LED
light flashes and an audio tone alerts users when power is low.
Backup override key included.
SPECS: 18-gauge steel, black. 13" (33cm) high, 3.5" (8.9cm) wide, 7.5"
(19cm) deep. 6.6 lbs (3kg) wt. Uses 9-volt battery, not included. Includes
backup key, rear mounting bracket and instructions.
#100-009-865AQ Gunvault SpeedVault, 4C157K79����� $ 174.99

SPECS: Steel frame, vinyl coated. All racks are 51/4" (13.3cm) wide x 51/4"
high. 4-Gun - 91/8" (23.2cm) long. 6-Gun - 141/8" (35.9cm) long. 8-Gun
- 181/2" (47.8cm) long.
#100-000-579AQ Four Gun Rack, 6K16C69���������������������� $ 17.99
#100-000-580AQ Six Gun Rack, 6K20I09�������������������������� 22.99
#100-006-709AQ 8-Gun Rack, 6K23Q39���������������������������� 29.99
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GUN CASES & STORAGE

Inexpensive, Lightweight, Ties At The End

GUNVAULT

FACTORY ORIGINAL

GUN CASES & STORAGE

MASTER LOCK

GUNLOCK

MASTER LOCK

Use On Almost Any Gun; California-Approved
Hardened steel lock with braided-steel cable
locks the action on most guns. Keyed Alike - multiple locks, one key; Keyed Differently - unique key
for each lock.
SPECS: Hardened steel. Cable - 14" (36cm) long. 13/64" (5mm)
O.D. Body - 1" (2.54cm) long, 1" high, 1/2" (13mm) wide. Fits
most guns. California approved.
#585-000-004AQ Gun Lock, Keyed Alike, 6K7G89����������� $ 8.99
#585-000-005AQ Gun Lock, Keyed Differently, 6K7G89��� 8.99

STACK-ON

HANDGUN SAFES

Keep Handguns & Valuables Secure Yet Quickly Accessible
Foam-lined steel safes easily accommodate handguns and
other small valuables and protect them against unauthorized
access. Featuring both electronic and key access, these safes
have blinking light alerts that tell when battery levels are low,
and come in a variety of sizes to meet different secure storage
needs.
PORTABLE CASE WITH ELECTRONIC LOCK - Holds mediumsize handgun with spare magazine and lets you secure it while
you travel. Three-button, programmable electronic pad makes
the top door pop open, giving instant access. Slim design slips easily into a briefcase, under a car seat
or into luggage and meets FAA/
TSA airline firearm transport guidelines. Includes 1,500 lb. test
steel cable that secures safe when looped around any fixed object and stays put when the case is locked. Runs on AAA batteries, included, and comes with two keys for alternative access.
SPECS: Steel, matte black finish. Exterior dimensions 11" (28cm) long,
8½" (21cm) wide, and 2¼" (5.7cm) high. Interior dimensions 10¼" (26cm)
long, 5½" (14cm) wide and 1½" (3.8cm) high. 7lbs (3.1kg) wt. Requires 4
AAA batteries, included.
#100-011-531AQ Portable Case With Electronic Lock,
6F63L89������������������������������������������������������� $ 69.99
PERSONAL SAFE - Accommodates up to
three large handguns or similar-sized
objects for secure storage and peace of
mind. Removable shelf gives option for
two storage levels. Pry-resistant solid
plate-steel doors and live-action locking
bolts with concealed hinges prevent unPersonal Safe
authorized access. Large front faceplate
w/Electronic Lock
has easy-to-turn rotating knob for quick
unlocking, and easy-to-use electronic
controls. Door does not automatically pop
open. Comes with two keys for alternative
access, and keyhole is concealed by pop-off
cover. Safe may be mounted to shelf, floor,
wall or other solid surface with included
hardware. Electronic Lock version has a
12-button keypad and is easily programmable with your own personal code. Keypad
Personal Safe
gives option of beep or no-beep operation.
w/Biometric Lock
Three incorrect security code entries will result in an automatic 20-second lockout. Three more incorrect
code entries cause an automatic 5-minute lockout. Biometric
Lock version unlocks at the swipe of a finger, and can record
up to 32 authorized fingerprints. Also gives option of personal
access code on four-button keypad.
SPECS: Steel, matte black finish. Exterior dimensions 13¾" (35cm) wide,
10" (25.4cm) high, and 10" (25.4cm) deep. Interior dimensions 12½"
(31.7cm) wide, 9½" (24cm) high and 9½" (24cm) deep. Shelf is 12½"
(31.7cm) wide and 6" (15.2cm) deep. Electronic Lock 25.1 lbs (11.3kg) wt.
Biometric Lock 22 lbs. (9.9kg). Requires 4 AAA batteries, included. Meets
California requirements for Code Section 12088.
#100-011-537AQ Personal Safe w/Electronic Lock, 
6F69F09������������������������������������������������������� $ 74.99
#100-011-538AQ Personal Safe With Biometric Lock, 
6F109I89 ����������������������������������������������������� 124.99
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GUN LOCK

Item

Locks Triggers - Prevents Accidents
Guards against accidental firing
of almost all modern sporting arms.
Adjustable ratchet mechanism and
self-adjusting pins fit guards up to
1" thick; prevents trigger from being
pulled until lock is removed. Hefty
metal construction. Cushioned pad protects finish. Fits almost
all modern arms.
KEY LOCK - Positive locking pin and tumbler cylinder lock. Easy
to attach, lock; easy to take off with key; impossible without it.
SPECS: 21/2" (6.3cm) long x 11/2" (3.9cm) wide. 61/2 oz. (184 g).
#585-441-500AQ Gun Lock, Keyed different, 6K8B89����� $ 9.99
- 6 or More Gun Lock, Keyed different, each, 
6K8I46 ����������������������������������������������������������� 9.49
#585-441-600AQ Gun Lock, Keyed alike, 6K8L89 ����������� 9.99
- 6 or More Gun Lock, Keyed alike, per each, 
6K8M46��������������������������������������������������������� 9.49
COMBINATION LOCK - Easy to open and easy to lock, even in
the dark. Lets you program your own numbers.
SPECS: 21/2" (6.3cm) long x 11/2" (3.9cm) wide. 61/2 oz. (184 g).
#585-000-001AQ Combination Lock, 6K12G69���������� $ 14.99
- 6 or More - Combination Lock, per each, 
12.99
6K10P67����������������������������������������������������

PS PRODUCTS

QUICK-DRAW MAGNET

Provides Secure Storage & Fast Access To Guns
Super-strong magnet holds any steel
firearm in any position, even suspended
upside down, for concealed storage under tables, in vehicles, on doors, under
furniture—anywhere you need to store a
gun for ready access. Easy to install, with
two mounting holes for screws or nails, or use 3M double-sided
tape. Works with most handguns, shotguns, and rifles under
10 lbs. Other useful items it holds include knives, magazines,
shotguns, rifles, and tools. Plastic coated shell won’t mar or
scratch gun surfaces. Magnet produces an extremely strong
magnetic field that can disrupt operation of pacemakers and
similar medical devices, plus damage magnetic media (computer
discs, credit cards, videos, and cassette tapes) and electronics
(TVs, VCRs, computers, cell phones, etc.). Handle this product
with care!
SPECS: Rare earth magnet enclosed in polymer shell, black. 3" (7.6cm)
long, 2" (5.1cm) wide, 5/8" (1.6cm) high. Supports up to 10 lbs. (4.5 kg).
#100-005-969AQ Quick-Draw Magnet, 2B17P49 ����������$ 19.99

GUN STORAGE SOLUTIONS

HYSKORE

RIFLE/PISTOL STORAGE
SYSTEM

PISTOL RACKS

Lets You Store More Guns
In Less Space; Organizes &
Protects Them From Damage
Versatile, easy-to-install, expandable storage system lets you
fit more guns in your gun safe,
cabinet, or closet. Keeps them
organized, helps prevent damage from bumping into each other, and makes
them more accessible. Saves hundreds or even
thousands of dollars on the cost of another safe.
Rifle Rod system works with all long guns and lets you store
more of them by using the “dead space” in the middle of your
safe, rather than just along the walls. The high-density Floor
Foam supports the buttstock and prevents the gun from moving, while eliminating any risk of damage to the buttplate/pad.
Attach the Loop Fabric to the top of the safe or the underside of
the bottom shelf. Insert a Rifle Rod in the bore, position the gun
upright where you want it, then extend the rod and lock it to the
loop fabric. The gun can’t tip sideways or fall over, and it won’t
come out until you remove it. By storing long guns this way,
you free up space in your safe, and you don’t have to remove
all the guns at the front just to get out one stored in the back. To
get started, you’ll need a Rifle Rod Starter Kit and a piece of floor
foam. Then purchase additional rifle rods to accommodate the
rest of your collection. Handgun Hangers let you suspend semiauto pistols and revolvers from the underside of a 5/8" to 1" thick
shelf. Steel construction supports even heavy magnums, yet
rod is thin enough to accept .22 caliber guns. Vinyl coated to
protect muzzle and rifling. a
b
SPECS: Rifle Rods – Molded polymer rod, black. 16" (41cm) long. Fits .22
cal. to bazooka. Starter Kits contain Rifle Rods and Loop Fabric. Floor
Foam – High-density polyurethane foam. 1/2" thick. Small: 15" x 20". Large:
20" x 30". Handgun Hangers - Steel, vinyl-coated, black. 10" long. Sold
in 4 Paks.
#100-004-958AQ Rifle Rod Starter Kit, 10-Pak, 
3Z28B89�������������������������������������������������������$ 39.99
#100-004-968AQ Rifle Rod Starter Kit, 20-Pak, 
3Z53G89������������������������������������������������������� 69.99
#100-004-957AQ Rifle Rods, 6-Pak, 3Z13D39����������������� 17.99
#100-004-959AQ Floor Foam, Small, 3Z7M69����������������� 9.99
#100-004-960AQ Floor Foam, Large, 3Z14L49���������������� 17.99
100-009-390AQ Handgun Hangers, 4-Pak, 3Z14K49�� 17.99

DI ARMERIA EQUIPMENT

Size

ROTATING GUN RACK
“Lazy Susan” Rack For Display & Easy
Access To Each Gun

RUST-BLOX™

VAPOR TABS
Meet Fed. Std. 101B Method 4031
Non-Toxic Stops Rust Before It
Has A Chance To Start
Each of these “Blox” will protect
up to 300 cubic inches of air- tight
space with time-released, corrosion-inhibiting vapors for at least
one year. “Blox” rust and corrosion formation on steel, aluminum, copper and brass without harming or discoloring the
protected item. Drop one in zip-top or sealable poly bag with
tools, parts, guns, etc. Spread several through tool chest, tackle
box, gun cabinet, wherever you want protection. (Just be sure
to use enough to cover cu/in of space protected.) a
b
SPECS: 3/4" (19mm) squares. Packed in 12, 50 or 100.
#084-058-012AQ 12 Rust Blox, 4H4B67������������������������������� $ 5.99
#084-058-050AQ 50 Rust Blox™, 4H24C71 ����������������������� 30.99
#084-058-100AQ 100 Rust Blox™, 4H35L38��������������������� 61.99

Sturdy “Lazy Susan” style rack of steel and
/4" plywood laminate holds long guns for
convenient storage and display. Recessed
polymer boot in the base cradles each gun’s
buttplate, while felt-lined notches with soft
rubber fingers securely grasp the forearm, so
your guns can’t slip off the rack. Steel central
support post with telescoping height adjustment. Attractive wood grain pattern on the
laminate, with Winchester logo on the post.
Smooth, silent-rotating base makes this rack great for use in
the corner of a room, an eye-catching in-store display, or even
inside a large gun safe. 8-gun and 12-gun models.
SPECS: 3/4" plywood laminate, wood grain pattern, and steel, matte black
finish. Height: 371/4" (94.6cm) from base to top of rack when fully extended. 8-Gun - 20" diameter base. 12-Gun - 22" diameter base.
100-011-417AQ 8-Gun Rotating Gun Rack, 
7Z170N09�������������������������������������������������� $ 189.99
#100-006-305AQ 12-Gun Rotating Gun Rack, 
7Z187N49�������������������������������������������������� 199.99
3

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

SINCE 1939

Space-Saving Designs,
Conveniently Organizes & Stores
Lightweight racks store multiple pistols separately and damage
free, plus keeps them organized
3-Gun Modular
and ready for instant use. Provides
space saving efficiency that makes
use of limited storage areas, perfect
for the inside of your gun safe. Holds
semi autos and revolvers of any
barrel length. 3-Gun Modular Rack
is made from high-density, nonreactive foam to provide complete
protection from bumps and dings.
7-Gun Stackable
Easily supports the weight of three
handguns, plus is resistant to lubricants and solvents. 7-Gun Stackable
Rack is constructed from heavy-duty, welded steel wire with
gun friendly vinyl coating and rubber feet for stability. High
strength design easily supports the weight of seven handguns.
Stackable, one on top the other to maximize space, yet still allows easy access. Features a convenient shelf for magazines or
ammunition storage.
SPECS: 3-Gun Modular Rack - High density foam, black. 71/2" (19cm) long,
8" (20cm) wide, 6" (15cm) high. 7-Gun Stackable Rack - Steel frame, vinyl
coated, grey. 14" (35.5cm) long, 4" (10cm) wide, 71/2" high.
#100-003-773AQ 3-Gun Modular Rack, 7B11I89����������� $ 13.99
#100-003-775AQ 7-Gun Stackable Rack, 7B15E09������� 16.99

BUENGER ENTERPRISES

GOLDENROD DEHUMIDIFIER
Warms Gun Safe Air
To Eliminate Moisture
& Corrosion
Designed to handle
the worst kinds of humidity problems to give your gun safe, locker or cabinet the
perfect environment for storing valuable firearms. GoldenRod
dehumidifiers use a sealed, electric element to safely heat to
a surface temperature of less than 150°F (almost too warm to
hold); air inside the enclosure stays slightly warmer than the
ambient, outside temperature. Expansion of the heated air
drives out rust-causing moisture and circulates warm, dry air
throughout the storage area. Mount GoldenRod horizontally
at the bottom of the enclosure using the provided universal
mounting brackets, plug it in, and forget about it. There’s nothing to empty, refill, or bake dry. Your firearms are continuously
protected from rust and mildew. Select from 12", 18", 24" and 36"
long models. The longest unit that fits horizontally is recommended. GoldenRod cannot overdry an area. a
b
SPECS: Gold color metal tube. 12" - 12" (30.5cm) long, 12 watts, covers
approx. 100 cu./ft. 18" - 18" (45.7cm) long, 18 watts, covers approx. 200
cu./ft. 24" - 24" (61cm) long, 25 watts, covers approx. 300 cu./ft. 36" 36" (91cm) long, 38 watts, covers approx. 500 cu./ft. Includes mounting
brackets and screws.
#111-000-003AQ 12" GoldenRod, 7A32H99��������������������� $ 32.99
#111-002-018AQ 18" Goldenrod, 7A34K99����������������������� 34.99
#111-002-024AQ 24" Goldenrod, 7A36M99��������������������� 36.99
#111-000-004AQ 36" GoldenRod, 7A39L99��������������������� 39.99
GUNSAVER BY GOLDENROD - Every bit as effective as the GoldenRod for a reduced price. GS-12 (12" long) dehumidifies up to
approximately 100 cu/ft; GS-18 (18" long), 200 cu/ft. Selecting
the longest unit that fits horizontally is recommended. GunSaver cannot overdry an area.
SPECS: Black color, metal tube. GS-12 - 12" (30.5cm) long, 8 watts. GS18 - 18" (45.7cm) long, 12 watts. Includes mounting brackets and screws.
#111-000-001AQ GS-12 GunSaver, 7A18K89������������������� $ 20.99
#111-000-002AQ GS-18 GunSaver, 7A21L09������������������� 23.99

Office/Tech: 641-623-5401

BAUER ENTERPRISES

GUN REST

Soft and grippy rubber-compound provides an instant gun
rack for your work bench or at the
range. Set it on the tailgate of your
truck to protect expensive firearms
from scratches, securely holds either three or five guns or fishing rods from slipping and falling over. Completely portable;
sets on the edge of a bench or table top. Requires no clamps
or magnets. a
b
SPECS: Rubber, black. 3-Gun Rest - 41/2" (11.4cm) long, 3" (7.6cm) wide.
5-Gun Rest - 75/8" (19.3cm) long, 3" (7.6cm) wide.
#100-000-584AQ 3-Gun Rest, 6K11F09����������������������������� $ 19.99
#100-002-588AQ 5-Gun Rest, 6K16A09����������������������������� 24.99

RACK EM

BED BUDDY GUN HOLDER
Keeps Your Weapon Or
Flashlight Within Easy Reach

The Bed Buddy gun rack
slides between the mattress and
box springs, providing quick
access to your firearm. Steel
frame rack has a soft rubbery
coating to protect your gun’s
finish. Single Bed Buddy rack
securely holds a pistol or flashlight. Dual Bed Buddy features
two racks for securing a long gun to your bed, or separate the
pair for mounting a pistol on each side of your bed.
SPECS: Steel frame, rubber coating, black. 12" (30.5cm) long, 33/4" (9.5cm)
high, 33/4" (9.5cm) wide.
#100-013-635AQ Bed Buddy, Single, 5C15Q29������������ $ 17.99
29.99
#100-013-636AQ Bed Buddy, Double, 5C23D99����������

THERMO-ELECTRIC AIR DRYER

DESI PAK®

Big Capacity For Large Cabinets/Closets
No moving parts. Just a gentle flow
of warm, dry air that helps prevent rust,
condensation and mildew. Two sizes: 70
watt protects 500 cu. ft. (10′x10′x5′); 130
watt protects 1,000 cu. ft. (10′x10′x10′) of
air space. Low operating cost, trouble-free protection. a
b
SPECS: Aluminum base, plastic cover. 70 watt 13" (33cm) x 51/2" (14cm) x
41/4" (10.8cm). 130 watt 131/2" (34.3cm) dia. x 4" (10.2cm).
#437-200-060AQ 70 Watt Thermo Dryer, 7C57L99������ $ 59.99
#437-100-130AQ 130 Watt Thermo Dryer, 7C69F99 ��� 69.99

DAUBRITE®

10 DISK VCI EMITTER

Protects Metals From Moisture & Corrosion
Thin, lightweight, round, non-woven
disk emits invisible, volatile corrosion inhibiting (VCI) vapors that fill confined air space
to prevent metal corrosion. One Durabrite 10
disk provides corrosion protection for up to
10 cu. ft. for 24 months. Prevents moisture, salt, dirt, oxygen
and other contaminants from corroding or tarnishing steel,
aluminum, iron, zinc, copper, tin, brass, bronze, silver, nickel,
nickel-plated steel, lead, magnesium, and others. Use in gun
safes and cabinets, utility and tool boxes, shipping containers,
and control boxes with exposed wires. Adhesive tape on back
for easy installation. a
b
SPECS: Compressed fiber disk. 23/16" (56mm) dia. x 1/4" (6.4mm) thick. .39
oz. (12g) weight. Protects 10 cu. ft. for 24 months. One per pak.
#100-005-220AQ Disk VCI Emitter, Each, 6A2Q98����������$ 3.99

BORE STORES

LONG TERM STORAGE CASES

SILICA GEL PAKS

Economical Protection
From Moisture, Rust & Dust

Keeps Gun Cabinets/Tool
Boxes DRY!! Prevents Rust/
Damage To Valuables
One of the most effective
moisture absorbers ever developed. These man-made crystals prevent rust, mildew, corrosion, and tarnish before they start by literally “sucking up” and
safely holding the moisture that causes them. Yet, the crystals
stay dry to the touch, will not harm or dampen any surface even
when saturated. When built-in indicator changes from blue to
pink, the crystals have all the moisture they can hold, and are
easily reactivated by heating in a conventional oven for 3 hours.
The crystals can be reactivated over and over again, giving you
a lifetime of protection from the destructive effect of dampness. These premium grade Crystals are made by W.R. Grace &
Co. to Mil Spec D-3716 for positive, moisture-free protection.
Gives longest time between reactivations when used in enclosed areas and containers. Perfect for tool chests and lockers, closets, safes, etc., to protect guns, cameras, silver, clothing,
documents, leather, medicines, electronics and tools. Several
boxes may be used together for large gun cabinets and chests,
closets, darkrooms, boat lockers.
SPECS: 40 Gram protects 3 cu. ft. - one drawer, individual gun, or a camera. 2" (5.1cm) x 4" (10.2cm) x 1/2" (1.3cm) flat aluminum can. 450 Gram
protects 33 cu. ft. 7" (17cm) x 41/2"- (11cm) x 2" (5cm) corrugated carton.
750 Gram protects up to 57 cu. ft. 6" (15.2cm) high x 4" (10.2cm) dia. steel
can. 900 Gram protects 66 cu. ft. 6" (15.2cm) x 3" (7.6cm) x 81/4" (21cm)
corrugated carton.
#415-100-040AQ 40 Gram Silica Gel Pack, 5A4A99������� $ 7.15
#415-100-450AQ 450 Gram Silica Gel Pack, 5A10F50��� 15.25
#415-100-750AQ 750 Gram Silica Gel Pack, 5A35K99��� 49.99
#415-000-001AQ 900 Gram Silica Gel Pak, 5A17B25����� 23.25

Prevents moisture, corrosion, rust, grit and dust from getting to any firearm stored inside. Soft, cushioned cases, treated
with silicone- and rust-inhibitor double as handy quick-case
or provide maintenance-free, long term storage without heavy
oils or grease. Open weave exterior fabric allows thorough
air circulation. Soft pile interior cushions against nicks and
scratches. a
b
SPECS: Gray, knit exterior, acrylic pile interior, velcro closure. Order by
overall length and type of firearm.
STOCK #
FITS/OVERALL LENGTH
#132-100-002AQ Small Auto, Rev/7"
#132-100-003AQ Large Frame Auto/10"
#132-100-004AQ 4", 6" Revolver/12"
#132-000-001AQ 8" Revolver/14"
#132-101-001AQ Folding Stocked Shotguns,
Mini-14, AK-47, CAR-15/10"
x 36"
#132-101-002AQ M1 Carbine Mini-14/7" x 40"
#132-101-003AQ Sporting Rifle/7" x 46"
#132-102-001AQ Scoped Rifle/10" x 46"
#132-102-015AQ AR-15/M16/11.5" x 42"
#132-103-001AQ Shotgun, Musket/7" x 52"
#132-000-003AQ Scoped Shotgun/10" x 52"
#132-000-004AQ Shotgun Barrel Bag/4" x 36"

Orders/Tech: 800-741-0015

MODEL
PRICE
2C5N09 $ 6.99
P-2
2C5C79 $ 7.99
P-3
2C6P49 $ 7.99
P-4
2C6D89 $ 8.99
P-6
RC-1 2C11G89 $ 15.99

RC-2 2C11K69
RC-3 2C11F69
SRC-1 2C12J49
SRC-2 2C13L79
SG-1 2C12B49
SSG 2C14F49
2C7I29
BB-1

$ 15.99
$ 15.99
$ 16.99
$ 18.99
$ 16.99
$ 19.99
$ 9.99

MOISTURE CONTROL
FOR GUN SAFES & STORAGE
Reusable Bulk Paks Absorb
Humidity To Protect Your Guns
Absorbs the moisture near your
guns; when it gets “full”, just bake it in
an oven to get the moisture out, then
reuse. Big bulk paks to handle gun
safes and long term applications. No
fancy containers or packaging, just
the “stuff” ready to put to work. a
b
SPECS: Dual Pak contains: (2) 16 Unit (528g) Calcium Aluminosilicate Clay
Desi Paks; (1) Humidity Indicator and Instructions.
#083-053-101AQ 1 Dual Desi Pak, 3H19Q47������������������� $ 30.99
#083-053-103AQ 3 Dual Desi Paks, 3H52H36����������������� 59.97
#083-053-106AQ 6 Dual Desi Paks, 3H86F51 ����������������� 124.97
#083-053-100AQ Desi Paks Humidity Cards, 5-pak, 
3H8K41��������������������������������������������������������� 11.99
ONE GUN DESI PAK - Just right for protecting firearms stored in
a gun case or container. Fully sealed; puncture resistant.
SPECS: Calcium Aluminosilicate, Tyvek bag, 5" (10mm) x 5".
#083-053-012AQ 12 One-Gun Desi Paks, 3H19H38����� $ 24.99
#083-053-036AQ 36 One-Gun Desi Paks, 3H44I63 ����� 68.99

STACK-ON

WIRELESS RECHARGEABLE
DEHUMIDIFIER
Absorbs Humidity
Without Being Plugged In

Wireless dehumidifier absorbs
moisture without the need to drill
holes or run electrical cords through
your safe. Compact size won’t take up
precious storage room. Absorbs moisture from enclosed spaces up to100
cubic feet for 4 to 6 weeks before needing to be recharged. Easy-to-read moisture gauge on the front
tells you when unit is saturated. Plug the dehumidifier into any
standard electrical outlet for 8 to 10 hours to recharge.
SPECS: Plastic, white. 6" (15.2cm) long, 4½" (11.4cm) wide, 1¼" (3.1cm)
thick. Recharge by plugging into any standard 110-volt outlet.
#100-011-532AQ Wireless Rechargeable
Dehumidifier, 6F18N59����������������������� $ 24.99

POLY BAGS
Extra Thick 2 Mil Construction
Holds Anything That Fits
With this assortment you can quit hoarding every poly bag that comes into the shop!
The assortment will give you the right size
with a good closure - and enough on hand
to take care of your needs. Their use is as
extensive as your imagination…for carrying
different weight handloads when hunting or
test-firing…shotshell loads and hulls…smallest
bags are great for pins, parts, springs, sights, screws…in the bluing room for storing parts after polishing and prior to bluing…
bigger ones for larger gun parts and the largest will hold pistols
and actions. Drop in one of our Rust-Blox™, zip shut and you
can store things for years without loss or messing up - and in
full view!
SPECS: Heavy 2 mil. 6 sizes. Mini-Assortment contains 20 - 2’s; 20 - 3’s;
10 - 4’s; 8 - 5’s; 5 - 6’s; 3 - 9’s. Maxi-Assortment contains all sizes in quantities shown below, 165 Bags in all.
#084-059-223AQ Poly Bag 2′s - 2" x 3", 40 bags, 
4H3J16������������������������������������������������������������ $ 3.97

order on the web

brownells.com

TRIPLE TOUGH™

PREMIUM STORAGE BAGS
Once Sealed, They’re Impervious
To Moisture; Resistant To All
Petro-Chemicals & Solvents;
The Firearm Storage Bag
For The Next Hundred Years
Tough but flexible; these bags are puncture resistant, semitransparent and have a 0% moisture transmission rating, so
rust-protected items sealed inside will remain rust and corrosion free indefinitely. Resistant to all petroleum based chemicals and solvents and completely non-biodegradable, so they
will never break down even in full contact with soil or moisture.
Anti-static properties make them a perfect dust cover for short
term storage in a vault, or even in the back corner of a closet. a
b
SPECS: Polyester/aluminum/polyethylene film, silver. Handgun 8"
(20cm) x 20" (50cm). Rifle 12" (30cm) x 60" (152cm). 3 pak includes 3
bags, Gun Box Labels and instructions, 12 pak includes 12 bags, Gun Box
Labels, 1 roll of poly-tape and instructions.
#083-054-003AQ Handgun Storage Bag, 3-pak, 
3H8F25������������������������������������������������������������$ 9.99
#083-054-012AQ Handgun Storage Bag, 12-pak, 
3H30Q09�������������������������������������������������������� 41.99
#083-055-003AQ Rifle Storage Bag, 3-pak, 3H15E64������ 22.99
#083-055-012AQ Rifle Storage Bag, 12-pak, 3H57J65���� 85.99

TRIPLE TOUGH™
RUST-BLOX™ STORAGE KIT
Everything You Need To Protect
Guns Off-Season, Or Long-Term
Tough, flexible storage bags are puncture
resistant, semi-transparent and have a 0% moisture transmission rating;
items sealed inside will
remain rust and corrosion free. Resistant to petroleum based oils and solvents and
will never break down, even in full contact with soil or moisture.
“Blox” prevent rust and corrosion on steel, aluminum, copper
and brass for at least one year. Will not harm or discolor protected item. a
b
SPECS: Bags - Polyester/aluminum/polyethylene film, silver. Handgun
8" (20cm) x 20" (50cm). Rifle 12" (30cm) x 60" (152cm). Blox - 3/4" (19mm)
squares. 3 pak includes 3 bags, 9 “Blox”. 12 pak includes 12 bags, 36 “Blox”.
#083-000-001AQ 3-Pak, Handgun Storage Kit, 
3H11N73������������������������������������������������������� $ 15.99
#083-000-002AQ 12-Pak, H’gun Strg Kit, 3H42C02������� 59.99
#083-000-003AQ 3-Pak, Rifle Storage Kit, 3H17F93������� 24.99
#083-000-004AQ 12-Pak, Rifle Storage Kit, 3H66P49��� 94.99

#084-059-335AQ Poly Bag 3′s - 3" x 5", 35 bags,
4H3D16������������������������������������������������������������
#084-059-446AQ Poly Bag 4′s - 4" x 6", 30 bags, 
4H4M78����������������������������������������������������������
#084-059-558AQ Poly Bag 5′s - 5" x 8", 25 bags, 
4H5E34������������������������������������������������������������
#084-059-669AQ Poly Bag 6′s - 6" x 9", 20 bags, 
4H3Q28����������������������������������������������������������
#084-059-991AQ Poly Bag 9′s - 9" x 12", 15 bags, 
4H3C72������������������������������������������������������������
#084-060-066AQ Mini-Assortment, 4H12G12 ������������������
#084-060-165AQ Maxi-Assortment, 4H20D09 ����������������

3.97
5.99
6.71
4.97
4.97
14.97
25.11
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GUN CASES & STORAGE

Take-It-With-You Rest Prevents
Damaged Guns, Sights, Scopes

GUN CASES & STORAGE

GUNWRAP™ PAPER
Meets Mil Spec P-3420F
Rust-Free Storage In
Gun-Factory Paper
Wrap around guns,
tools, other steel valuables for protection from moisture and
rust. 1 square foot of paper protects 1 cubic foot of space. Tests
show 10-15 years protection when steel parts were wrapped in
GUNWRAP, sealed in plastic and stored in a cool place. Will not
damage bluing or steel. Not recommended for aluminum, silver, brass or copper. May cosmetically stain nickel plating, tho’
normally cleans off. Not compatible with some older lacquer
finishes. Modern finishes unaffected. a
b
SPECS: Available in 12" (30.5cm) x 12" (30.5cm) Sheets or 4" (10.2cm) x
36" (91.4cm) Strips.
#084-031-010AQ Trial Pak 1212, 10 Sheet, 4H6B29��������� $ 9.97
#084-031-436AQ Trial Pak 436, 10 Strip, 4H7C52 ����������� 9.99
#084-032-050AQ Bulk Pak, 50 Sheets, 4H13K47��������������� 24.99
#084-032-150AQ Bulk Pak, 50 Strips, 4H15D43 ��������������� 25.73

RUST PREVENTIVE No. 2™

books & videos

Neutralizes Fingerprints,
Displaces Moisture, Prevents Rust
The gun oil that’s a rust proofer too! Proven in
over 40 years of all-climate performance to prevent
rust in the worst possible hunting and shooting
weather and locations. Definitely not a space age
chemical that raises hob with gun finishes and bluing, but a blend of petroleum distillates specially formulated
for use on guns, tools and machinery. Penetrates pores to get
down under fingerprints and moisture, then leaves an invisible film to protect and lubricate. Unlike general purpose water
displacing rust proofers, RP2 won’t gum-up in the nooks and
crannies. Pints are supplied in a handy, pump spray bottle. a
b
SPECS: 1 Pint (16 fl. oz./473 ml), Quart (32 fl. oz./946 ml) or Gallon (128
fl. oz./3.8 L)
#083-019-016AQ *1 Pt. Rust Preventive No. 2 Pump
Sprayer, (filled), 5L20Q20��������������������� $ 32.99
#084-017-002AQ Rust Preventive No. 2 Pump
Sprayer, (empty), 4H8E46 ������������������� 11.99
#083-019-032AQ *1 Quart Rust Preventive No. 2, 
5L32C88������������������������������������������������������� 40.99
#083-019-128AQ *1 Gallon Rust Preventive No. 2, 
5L79D28������������������������������������������������������� 116.99

MOISTURE KING
Round

DEHUMIDIFIER
Drives Out
Moisture; Keeps
Guns Dry &
Rust-Free

Flat

Unbreakable
heating element in a seamless aluminum tube forces moisture and
humidity out of gun safes and cabinets to protect firearms from rust, mold, and mildew. Runs on
110 volt wall current and features a detachable cord that plugs
into the base; requires only a small hole in the safe wall to install.
Choose Round model for large safes or the Flat model where
space is limited. Place close to the bottom of the safe or storage
area for best results. a
b
SPECS: Plastic case, black. Vinyl cord, black. 110 volts AC. Round- 18"
(45cm) long. .750"(19mm) dia. 8w output. Flat-18" long, 21/4" (5.4cm) wide.
Storage area must have a 1/4" (.6mm) diameter hole to install cord.
#100-006-877AQ Moisture King Dehumidifier,
Round, 2D20H19������������������������������������� $ 23.99
#100-006-878AQ Moisture King Dehumidifier,
Flat, 2D25I29��������������������������������������������� 29.99
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VACUUM SEAL
STORAGE BAGS
Maximum Protection From Rust &
Corrosion During Long-Term Storage
Air-tight, industrial-grade storage
bags are treated with advanced Vapor
Phase Corrosion Inhibitor (VPCI) inside to protect and preserve your valuable firearms during long
term storage—from 5 years up to as long as 20 years. Non-toxic
VPCI forms an invisible gas inside the laminated polymer-andfoil shell that bonds to the firearm’s metal surfaces and prevents corrosion from starting. Won’t harm optics, non-metal
surfaces, or stock finishes. Bag has a one-way check valve that
allows you to use any conventional vacuum cleaner hose to
remove the air from the inside to help ensure maximum longterm protection. Puncture and tear resistant shell is completely
flexible for easy storage in gun safes and hard cases. Press-toclose, air-tight zip-lock seal keeps out air, moisture, and contaminants, and stays sealed even in harsh environments. The
U.S. Marine Corps uses the same technology for long-term
storage of M16A2 rifles. Handgun model holds one large or two
small handguns; Tactical Rifle is designed for an AR‑15/M16/
M4-type rifle with optic; Sporting Rifle/Shotgun model holds a
long gun up to 54" long.
SPECS: Laminated polymer/foil shell, VPCI impregnated interior. Handgun – 15" (38cm) x 11" (28cm); Tactical Rifle - 49" (1.2m) x 14" (35cm);
Rifle/Shotgun – 54" (1.4m) x 11" (28cm).
#080-000-822AQ Handgun Storage Bag, 6B20D65����� $ 23.99
#080-000-824AQ Tactical Storage Bag, 6B26M19��������� 30.99
#080-000-823AQ Rifle/Shotgun Storage Bag, 6B24I12�� � 27.99

REMINGTON

MODEL 365 MINI DEHUMIDIFIER
Great For Humid Climates To Prevent
Rust, Rot & Mildew
Compact, renewable unit removes
moisture from closets, cabinets, gun safes,
and enclosed areas to protect your guns
and valuables from rust, corrosion, rot, and
mildew. Odorless and non-toxic Water Glass Technology crystals absorb moisture for up to 60 days before regeneration is
required. Self-contained—does not require power to operate.
Just plug it in to a 110v outlet for 8 to 10 hours to completely
regenerate. The indicator window will turn blue when the unit
is fully charged and ready to absorb moisture; pink indicates it
needs regeneration.
SPECS: Polymer housing. Approximately 6" (15.2cm) long, 43/4" (12cm)
wide, 11/2" (3.8cm) thick.
#768-000-010AQ Mini Dehumidifier, 8F20Q09 ����������� $ 22.99

RUST VETO
Powerful Rust Preventer
Does The Job Of Cosmoline®
When the manufacturer of Cosmoline® discontinued the product, we were shocked because
we know many folks still consider it the best thing around for
protecting guns from rust during long-term storage. Fortunately, we now have a substitute that works every bit as well
as the original. Brownells Rust Veto is a soft, medium dark industrial-grade grease with a powerful combination of highly
refined petroleum oils and waxes, plus corrosion and oxidation
inhibitors, that preserves and protects stored firearms from rust
and corrosion for years. The application and effectiveness of
Rust Veto are the same as Cosmoline. It liquefies when heated
to 140°-170° F., so you can immerse parts for complete penetration and coverage of intricate shapes and recesses. Melted Rust
Veto can also be brushed or swabbed into/onto the metal to be
protected. a
b
SPECS: Available in 1 lb. (16 oz./.45kg) or 4 lb. (64 oz./1.8kg) cans.
#083-000-034AQ Brownells Rust Veto, 1 lb., 5L11I56 ��� $ 14.95
#083-000-035AQ Brownells Rust Veto, 4 lb., 5L30A00 ��� 36.95
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